TRAVEL-DIARY
It is preoccupied with practical ethics. It asks to be given
the seven rules for the Good Life. It is far more interested
in this world than in the possibilities of the next. And so
these young men—however quickly they may acquire the
theological technique, however cleverly they answer their
teacher's questions—are apt, in later life, to backslide into
philosophical paganism.
Our hosts had been disappointed in the attitude of the
young Cantonese intellectuals towards the war. Before the
fighting began, they had taken the lead in anti-Japanese
propaganda, and demanded the use of force. But now few
of them seemed inclined to go into the trenches. *This%
they said, 4is a coolies' war. Our job is to educate ourselves
for the task of reconstruction w^hich will come later/
Nevertheless, there is a good deal to be said on the stu-
dents' side. China can ill afford to sacrifice her compara-
tively small educated class. And it must be remembered
that, for the Cantonese, the land warfare was taking place
in an area hundreds of miles distant, inhabited by a people
whose language they could not even understand.
Next day, we were woken by mixed noises—the far-off
explosions of the morning air-raid and the strains of our
host's harmonium from the neighbouring chapel. Directly
after breakfast we left by launch for the city. The Consul-
General had lent us his car to pay an official visit to the
Mayor, Mr. Tsang Yan-fu. This was our first attempt at a
professional interview, and we were anxious not to dis-
grace ourselves. Seated proud but nervous behind the con-
sular chauffeur, and the fluttering Union Jack on the bon-
net, we wondered what questions we should ask him. The
streets swept past, some westernized, some purely Chinese,
all hung with the long inscribed shop-banners, golden*
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